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Abstract 

The present study investigated transparency estimation, that is, the ability to estimate how 

observable one’s emotions are, in patients diagnosed with borderline personality disorder 

(BPD) (n = 35) and healthy controls (HCs; n = 35). Participants watched emotionally 

evocative video clips and estimated the transparency of their own emotional experience while 

watching the clip. Facial expression coding software (FaceReader) quantified their objective 

transparency. BPD patients felt significantly less transparent than HCs, but there were no 

differences in objective transparency. BPD patients tended to underestimate the transparency 

of their emotions compared HCs, who in turn overestimated their transparency. This suggests 

that BPD patients expect that others will not know how they feel, irrespective of how 

observable their emotions actually are. We link these findings to low emotional awareness 

and a history of emotional invalidation in BPD, and discuss their impact on BPD patients’ 

social functioning. 

 

Keywords: borderline personality disorder, transparency estimation, facial expressions, 

mentalizing, emotional arousal 
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Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a severe psychiatric condition characterized 

by intense fluctuations in mood, identity disturbance, interpersonal problems, impulsivity, and 

self-harming behaviors (Gunderson et al., 2018). The lifetime prevalence of BPD is 

approximately 6% in the general population (Grant et al., 2008), and about 22%–26% of 

outpatients in psychiatric settings have a diagnosis of BPD (Korzekwa et al., 2008). Several 

symptoms of BPD have been related to impairments in mentalizing, that is, the capacity to 

reflect on one’s own and others’ mental states (Fonagy & Luyten, 2009). With regard to 

mentalizing about their own mental states, BPD patients have been found to have low 

emotional awareness, also called alexithymia (Derks et al., 2017), and a lack of self-insight 

(Morey, 2014).  

A recent study of adolescent BPD patients found that physiological and behavioral 

measures of their stress were better predicted by an independent observer’s rating of stress 

than by their own self-estimation, with self-perceived stress being lower than other-perceived 

stress, whereas adolescents without BPD showed the opposite pattern (Bourvis et al., 2020). 

Adolescent BPD patients’ perceptions of their own stress thus seemed to be less aligned with 

physiological measures of stress compared to others’ perceptions, which may indicate a 

problem with self-reflection. This observation is in line with previous studies finding a 

dissociation between blunted subjectively experienced emotion and heightened objectively 

measured emotional responses in BPD patients (for a review, see Perez-Rodriguez et al. 

(2018)). This reduced awareness of their own emotions may extend to a reduced awareness of 

how their emotional experience is perceived by others.  

BPD patients may have problems with transparency estimation, that is, the ability to 

estimate the extent to which one’s own emotions are observable to others. Previous studies in 

the general population have typically found a tendency to overestimate the transparency of 

one’s emotional states (Savitsky & Gilovich, 2003; Van Boven et al., 2003; Vorauer et al., 
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1999). This is hypothesized to result from a tendency for people to “adjust insufficiently from 

the anchor of their own phenomenological experience” when taking another person’s 

perspective on the self (T. Gilovich et al., 1998) and this can lead to interpersonal 

misunderstandings (Cameron & Vorauer, 2008). Considering that individuals with BPD seem 

less aware of their own emotional states (Bourvis et al., 2020; Derks et al., 2017; New et al., 

2012; Perez-Rodriguez et al., 2018) and have more difficulty reflecting on what others are 

thinking (Fonagy & Luyten, 2009; Németh et al., 2018), transparency estimation errors may 

be even larger in this population.  

Indeed, a larger discrepancy was found between transparency estimations and the 

objective transparency of those emotions in nonclinical female students with elevated BPD 

features compared to participants without BPD features (De Meulemeester et al., 2021). This 

suggests both larger over- and underestimation errors associated with BPD, and these errors 

were positively related to attachment anxiety and mentalizing impairments. An impaired 

capacity for transparency estimation may render individuals with BPD less able to gauge how 

they are perceived by others, which may negatively impact their social interactions. As social 

dysfunction is a highly debilitating and slow-to-remit symptom of BPD (Lis & Bohus, 2013), 

it is crucial to further understand the process of transparency estimation in BPD, and how it 

may relate to these patients’ interpersonal problems and other symptoms.   

The De Meulemeester et al. (2021) study included a sample of university students that 

was homogenous in age, gender and education level, which does not represent the total 

population of individuals displaying BPD features. Therefore, the present study aimed to 

replicate these findings in a more diverse sample of clinically diagnosed BPD patients 

enrolled in specialized treatment, as compared to matched healthy controls (HCs). We expect 

to find transparency estimation errors in the BPD group that are larger in magnitude compared 

to the De Meulemeester et al. (2021) study due to the larger severity of BPD symptoms in the 
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present sample. Furthermore, the present study aims to clarify how clinical features such as 

mentalizing impairments, attachment insecurity, childhood trauma history, interpersonal 

problems and identity diffusion relate to transparency underestimation, overestimation, or 

both types of error. 

Several mechanisms may determine the type of transparency estimation errors, that is, 

either over- or underestimation, observed in BPD patients. First, the degree of subjective 

emotional arousal reported by participants while estimating the transparency of their emotions 

may be a crucial determinant of transparency overestimation. Indeed, previous studies have 

found that heightened self-salience of one’s own mental state related to increased 

transparency overestimation (Vorauer et al., 1999), and increased subjective arousal (SAR) 

during a transparency task related to increased transparency overestimation errors in 

participants with and without BPD features (De Meulemeester et al., 2021). It may be that 

individuals reporting higher emotional arousal are highly aware of their own emotions and 

overestimate the extent to which they are observable to others. This may be even more the 

case for individuals with BPD, who have been found to have difficulty with third-person 

perspective taking (Colle et al., 2018; New et al., 2012; Petersen et al., 2016). Reporting low 

emotional arousal, however, may relate to BPD patients’ difficulty in identifying and 

describing their own emotional states (Derks et al., 2017), as well as their reduced awareness 

of the bodily signals that may communicate these emotions to others (i.e., impaired 

interoception) (Back & Bertsch, 2020). As a result, BPD patients may be unaware of their 

own emotions, erroneously assuming that they are not transparent to others, while in reality 

their emotions may be observable through various bodily signals (e.g., facial expressions, skin 

temperature, muscle tension). 

Second, the particular type of mentalizing impairment exhibited by a BPD patient may 

in part determine whether transparency errors are expressed as over- or underestimation. On 
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the one hand, BPD patients have been found to be characterized by hypermentalizing, that is, 

a tendency to be extremely certain about mental states and to create excessive and overly 

complex models of the mind (Sharp & Vanwoerden, 2015). This certainty in knowing one’s 

own mental states and those of others may lead to a failure to recognize that it is impossible to 

actually read another person’s mind and that mental states are in fact opaque unless they are 

communicated, and may thus result in transparency overestimation. On the other hand, 

hypomentalizing, or extreme uncertainty about the mental states of self and others (Luyten et 

al., 2020), may reflect a general lack of awareness of mental states, and may lead to both 

types of transparency estimation error. Indeed, this pattern of associations was found in 

nonclinical participants high and low in BPD features (De Meulemeester et al., 2021), but this 

finding needs to be replicated in a clinical BPD sample.  

Third, the accuracy of transparency estimation may vary depending on participants’ 

particular attachment style. Oxytocin, the key neuromodulator of the attachment system, has 

been suggested to enhance attention to social cues (Shamay-Tsoory & Abu-Akel, 2016), and 

activation of the attachment system may thus also enhance the salience of the “gaze” of 

others. In the context of transparency estimation, anxiously attached individuals’ tendency to 

hyperactivate the attachment system may enhance the salience of the “gaze of the other” and 

may thus lead one to overestimate others’ insight into one’s inner mental state, whereas 

avoidant individuals who tend to deactivate the attachment system may disregard others’ view 

and thus underestimate the observability of their mental states. Indeed, in a community 

sample, attachment anxiety was shown to be positively related to increased transparency 

overestimation (Vorauer et al., 2003), as well as to increased self–other merging (Vorauer & 

Cameron, 2002). Importantly, combinations of anxious and avoidant attachment are 

commonly found in BPD patients (Agrawal et al., 2004; Choi-Kain et al., 2009), reflecting a 

desire for—but a simultaneous discomfort with—closeness and attachment relationships 
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(Bender & Skodol, 2007). So, while BPD patients with higher attachment anxiety are 

expected to overestimate the transparency of their emotions, attachment avoidance may relate 

to transparency underestimation in BPD. 

Fourth, a lack of responsiveness from important attachment figures to one’s inner 

mental states (Biro et al., 2017; Isabella et al., 1989) may influence expectations about the 

transparency of those mental states. “Good enough” caregiving is assumed to be characterized 

by providing contingent and marked (embodied) responses to children’s (facial) emotional 

expressions (Beebe et al., 2016; Fonagy et al., 2002). The repeated experience of having one’s 

emotional expressions met with a contingent response from a caregiver may foster awareness 

about the observability of one’s inner mental states by others. However, the lack of parental 

responsiveness experienced in a context of emotional or physical neglect may lead one to 

expect that others cannot “see” what one feels, possibly leading to transparency 

underestimation. Therefore, we expect that the pervasive attachment insecurity (Agrawal et 

al., 2004) and experiences of childhood trauma (Porter et al., 2020) frequently reported in 

individuals with BPD will relate to impairments in transparency estimation in BPD. 

The present study used an adaptation of the experimental design of Barr and Kleck 

(1995), in replication of De Meulemeester et al. (2021). Specifically, participants’ estimations 

of the transparency of their own emotions (estimated transparency; ET) while watching 

emotionally evocative movie clips were contrasted with their objective transparency (OT), 

operationalized as the intensity of their facial emotional expressions as analyzed using facial 

coding software (Noldus FaceReader). Based on the evidence and arguments presented above, 

we hypothesized that:  

1. BPD patients would make more transparency estimation errors than HCs in terms of 

both overestimation (ET > OT) and underestimation (ET < OT) of transparency. This 

would be expressed as a larger discrepancy and less correspondence between ET and 
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OT in the BPD patients compared with HC participants.  

2. Transparency overestimation would relate to higher SAR during the task, increased 

self-reported attachment anxiety, and certainty about mental states, whereas 

transparency underestimation would relate to low SAR, increased attachment 

avoidance, and uncertainty about mental states.  

Method 

Participants and Procedure  

Participants in the BPD group were consecutively admitted patients from the 

University Psychiatric Hospital UPC KU Leuven, Kortenberg (Belgium) and the regional 

psychiatric hospital Asster in Sint-Truiden (Belgium) who met the following inclusion 

criteria: (a) a primary diagnosis of BPD according to the Structured Clinical Interview for 

DSM-5 Personality Disorders, (b) age between 18 and 60 years, and (c) speaking Dutch. In 

total, 86 patients were screened for BPD; 37 (43%) of these patients met the inclusion criteria 

and 35 (40.7%) agreed to participate in the study. Of the participants with BPD, 30 (85.7%) 

were female, and five (14.3%) were male. Their mean age was 27.97 years (SD = 8.5). The 

HC participants were recruited from the community via flyers and online advertisements. 

Inclusion criteria for the HC participants were: (a) age and sex individually matched to BPD 

participants and (b) speaking Dutch. The exclusion criterion was meeting the criteria for at 

least one personality disorder, as assessed using the Assessment of DSM-IV Personality 

Disorders (ADP-IV). Forty eligible participants were asked to participate, of whom 35 

(87.5%) agreed and were enrolled in the study. Thirty HC participants (86.7%) were female 

and five (14.3%) were male, and their mean age was 27.11 years (SD = 8.28).  

At the time of the study, only one HC participant used psychotropic medication, 

whereas 33 BPD participants used some type of medication. Specifically, 74.3% of the BPD 

participants were taking antidepressant medication, 25.7% antipsychotic medication, 11.4% 
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were on mood stabilizers, and 5.7% reported use of anxiolytics. Comorbidity with psychiatric 

symptom disorders (most commonly mood and anxiety disorders) and with other personality 

disorders (especially avoidant personality disorder and paranoid personality disorder) was 

high in the BPD patients (see Table S2 in the Supplemental Materials). 

The BPD participants filled out questionnaires (see below) in a first session at the 

treatment facility, and completed the transparency estimation task in a second session 

scheduled within the same week. The HC participants filled out the questionnaires at home 

and were invited for a 1-hour session at the University of Leuven. Written informed consent 

was obtained and the study was approved by the Ethics Committee Research UZ/KU Leuven 

(S61144).  

Measures 

Transparency estimation task. This task has been described in more detail in De 

Meulemeester et al. (2021). Participants watched five 2-minute long film clips (see Table S1 

in the Supplemental Materials for a description of the clips), which were selected scenes from 

feature films with attachment-related themes that are likely to elicit a strong emotional 

experience (Hewig et al., 2005). After each film clip, participants rated their SAR on a 7-point 

Likert scale (“How strong were the emotions you experienced while watching the clip?”). 

They also estimated the extent to which their emotional experience would be transparent to 

others using four items answered on a 10-point Likert scale (e.g., “I think it must have been 

visible to others what I was feeling”, “I think others could read on my face what I was 

feeling”).  

Participants’ facial expressions were filmed while they were watching the clips, and 

the intensity of their facial emotion expressions (i.e., their OT) was analyzed using automated 

facial coding software (FaceReader 7.1, Noldus). FaceReader analyzes facial expressions at a 

rate of 15 frames per second using an artificial neural network, yielding intensity scores per 
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frame for seven emotions (happy, sad, angry, surprised, scared, disgusted, and contempt) and 

a neutral expression score between 0 and 1, with 0 representing 0% agreement between the 

frame and the database images and 1 representing a 100% match. The facial expression scores 

were calibrated for each participant’s own neutral facial expression to start from an 

individualized baseline per person. For each emotional expression (excluding the neutral 

expressions), an average intensity score across all frames of the clip was calculated, and the 

sum score of the seven different emotion categories per participant per clip was used as an 

overall index of the intensity of facial expressiveness. This index was used as a measure of 

OT per participant per clip. Generally, FaceReader has been found to achieve levels of 

accuracy for emotion classification of between 80% and 88% (Lewinski et al., 2014; 

Skiendziel et al., 2019). The image quality score (between 0 and 1) generated by FaceReader 

was excellent for the data in the present study (M = 0.90, SD = 0.07 in the HC group; M = 

0.92, SD = 0.04 in the BPD group). 

Self-report measures. The Psychiatric Diagnostic Screening Questionnaire was used 

to screen for 13 common psychiatric symptom disorders, with excellent reliability in the 

present study (126 items, Cronbach’s α = 0.98) (Zimmerman & Mattia, 2001), and the ADP-

IV was used to screen for personality disorders (94 items, α = 0.98) (Schotte et al., 2004). 

Experiences of childhood maltreatment were retrospectively assessed using the Childhood 

Trauma Questionnaire, of which we used the total score (25 items, α = 0.95) (Bernstein et al., 

2003). Attachment-related anxiety (18 items, α = 0.96) and avoidance (18 items, α = 0.95) in 

intimate relationships in general were measured using the Experiences in Close Relationships-

Revised questionnaire, which also achieved excellent internal consistency (Fraley et al., 

2000). We measured identity diffusion using the Identity Diffusion subscale (21 items, α = 

0.93) from the Inventory of Personality Organization, based on Kernberg’s theory of 

personality organization (Lenzenweger et al., 2001). The Reflective Functioning 
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Questionnaire (RFQ) measured both certainty (6 items, α = 0.77) and uncertainty (6 items, α = 

0.84) about mental states (Fonagy et al., 2016). Finally, interpersonal problems were assessed 

with the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems (32 items, α = 0.93), of which we used the total 

score reflecting the general severity of interpersonal problems (Horowitz et al., 1988).  

Data Analysis 

Demographic and clinical features were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics for 

Windows, version 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Group differences were investigated 

with independent-samples t-tests for continuous variables, and chi-square tests for categorical 

variables; effect sizes for these analyses are expressed in terms of Cohen’s d and Cramer’s V, 

respectively. The BPD and HC groups differed significantly in educational level, but as this 

did not relate to any of the experimental task variables, we did not control the main analyses 

for this covariate. Associations between self-report questionnaire measures and experimental 

task variables were analyzed using Pearson correlations. 

Multilevel linear models (MLMs) were used to analyze the data from the transparency 

estimation task with the lme4 package in R version 3.6 (Bates et al., 2015). The analyses were 

controlled for differences between males and females by adding Sex as a fixed predictor in all 

the models. We analyzed group differences in ET, OT, and SAR. Next, group differences in 

transparency estimation were analyzed, calculated as the discrepancy between the z-score of 

ET per clip and the z-score of OT per clip (standardized relative to the total sample). Higher 

positive scores indicate transparency overestimation (zET > zOT) and negative scores indicate 

transparency underestimation (zET < zOT). We also analyzed group differences in the 

absolute value of this discrepancy score, which represents the size of the transparency error 

irrespective of its direction. Tukey-corrected post-hoc t-tests were performed on the fitted 

models using the emmeans package in R to test group differences for each film clip 

individually. Next, to test the hypothesis that there would be less correspondence between OT 
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and ET in the BPD group compared with the HC group, an MLM was fitted predicting OT 

based on ET and BPD group status. The time-varying predictor ET was disaggregated in a 

within-person centered (i.e., the amount by which a participant deviated from their own 

average for each clip) and a between-person centered (i.e., the amount by which a participant 

differed from others in the sample) part to assess both sources of information separately 

(Curran & Bauer, 2011). All models contained a random intercept per participant, as repeated 

measures were nested within individuals.  

One BPD patient refused to continue the task after the first film clip, and eight 

observations could not be used due to technical issues with the face recordings, resulting in 12 

missing values out (3.42%). In total, 338 observations from 69 unique individuals were 

included in the analyses. The maximum likelihood estimation method for mixed models we 

used can effectively deal with missing data in repeated measures (Molenberghs & Kenward, 

2007).  The sample size was based on an a priori power analysis (n = 68 needed to detect a 

between-group difference (medium size, f = 0.25) in a mixed ANOVA with five repeated 

measures and two groups with a power of 0.80, as calculated using Gpower 3.1 (Faul et al., 

2007).  

Results 

Sample Description 

The BPD and HC groups were matched in terms of age and sex, but the HC 

participants had significantly higher levels of education (see Table 1). BPD patients also had 

significantly higher scores than HCs on identity diffusion, interpersonal problems, childhood 

trauma, uncertainty about mental states, and attachment insecurity, with large effect sizes (d = 

1.61–2.43) (Table 1). The HCs scored higher than the BPD patients on certainty about mental 

states. 
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Transparency Estimation 

A visual summary of the distribution of the experimental task variables per group is 

provided in Figure 1. A detailed depiction of the facial expressions elicited by the film clips in 

the two groups as detected using the FaceReader software can be viewed in the Supplemental 

Materials (Figure S1). 

Across film clips, BPD participants estimated their transparency to be significantly 

lower than HC participants (b = –0.93, 95% CI [–1.7; –0.18], p = 0.016). When performing 

Tukey-adjusted post-hoc tests per film clip, this group difference was significant for the 

anger-eliciting Film 2 (t(178) = 2.48, p = 0.014) and the happiness-eliciting Film 5 (t(181) = 

2.50, p = 0.013), but not for the other films (see Figure 1a). BPD participants also tended to 

report less SAR than HC participants, but this was not significant across all clips (b = –0.31, 

95% CI [–0.801; 0.17], p = 0.20), and was significant only in response to the happiness-

eliciting Film 5, which was shown last (t(223) = 2.30, p = 0.022; see Figure 1b). Both groups, 

however, did not differ in the OT of their emotional states (b = 0.01, 95% CI [–0.06: 0.08], p 

= 0.85), either across the film clips or for any of the individual film clips (see Figure 1c).  

The discrepancy between standardized ET and OT scores per clip was calculated, with 

higher positive scores indicating transparency overestimation (ET > OT), and more negative 

scores indicating transparency underestimation (ET < OT). Across clips, BPD patients 

underestimated their transparency (see Figure 1d; discrepancy score <0), whereas HC 

participants tended to overestimate their transparency (see Figure 1d; discrepancy score >0), 

and this group difference almost reached statistical significance (b = –0.46, 95% CI [–0.93; 

0.01], p = 0.058). There was an interaction of Group and Film showing that, as the experiment 

progressed, HCs increasingly overestimated their transparency, whereas BPD patients 

increasingly underestimated their transparency over time (b = –0.11, 95% CI [–0.22; 0.00], p 

= 0.049) (see Figure 1d). As a result, the group difference in transparency estimation was 
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significant for the positive Film 5, which was always presented last (t(143) = 2.44, p = 0.016), 

but not for the other individual film clips.  

Contrary to our hypotheses, BPD patients did not show more transparency errors 

overall, calculated as the absolute value of the discrepancy between ET and OT (b = 0.07, 

95% CI [–0.20; 0.34], p = 0.59). There was also no interaction of Film and Group (b = 0.05, 

95% CI [–0.03; 0.14], p = 0.19). Similarly, HC participants’ ET scores did not better predict 

OT than those of the BPD patients. In an MLM predicting OT based on ET and Group, 

between-subject variance in ET scores did not significantly predict OT (b = 0.02; 95% CI [–

0.01; 0.06], p = 0.21), but within-subject changes in ET did (b = 0.02; 95% CI [0.01; 0.03], p 

= 0.002), showing that participants adjusted their ET scores over time according to changes in 

their actual OT. BPD group status, however, did not moderate the association between ET and 

OT either on the within-subject level (b = –0.00; 95% CI [–0.01; 0.02], p = 0.78) or on the 

between-subject level (b = –0.01; 95% CI [–0.06; 0.03], p = 0.55). BPD patients thus did not 

show less correspondence between ET and OT than HCs. There was no interaction with Film. 

This shows that the overall accuracy of transparency estimation (that is, ET scores correctly 

predicting OT) did not differ between the groups. Taken together, these results show that the 

BPD patients did not make more transparency errors than the HCs, but they showed a 

different type of transparency error, that is, they underestimated their transparency while HCs 

overestimated their transparency.   

 

Associations Between Transparency Estimation and Self-Report Measures 

The associations between the experimental task variables and the self-report measures 

are presented in Table 2. Within the BPD group, attachment anxiety correlated with increased 

SAR (r = 0.56, p < 0.001) and SAR correlated with transparency overestimation (r = 0.40, p = 

0.018). In the HC group, ET was correlated negatively with attachment avoidance (r = –0.38, 
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p = 0.02), identity diffusion (r = –0.51, p = 0.002), and interpersonal problems (r = –0.42, p = 

0.012), and positively with certainty about mental states (r = 0.41, p = 0.014).  

Discussion 

The present study investigated transparency estimation, that is, the ability to estimate 

the extent to which one’s mental states are observable to others, in clinically diagnosed BPD 

patients and HC participants. Participants’ estimations of the transparency of their emotional 

experience were contrasted with the OT of their emotions based on the intensity of their facial 

emotional expressions. Contrary to previous findings of both over- and underestimation errors 

in community young adults with elevated BPD features (De Meulemeester et al., 2021), the 

clinically diagnosed BPD patients did not show a larger discrepancy between ET and OT 

compared with the HCs, and thus did not exhibit more errors in transparency estimation 

overall. Instead, the BPD patients were found to underestimate their transparency (ET < OT), 

whereas the HCs overestimated their transparency (ET > OT), the latter observation being in 

line with previous findings of transparency overestimation in the general population (Thomas 

Gilovich et al., 1998; Vorauer et al., 1999; Vorauer & Cameron, 2002). Our findings of 

reduced feelings of transparency in BPD are in contrast with findings from other mental 

disorders, such as social anxiety (Brown & Stopa, 2007; Savitsky & Gilovich, 2003) and 

narcissism (Renier & Toma, 2022), which were found to be related to feeling more 

transparent.  

In the experimental task, five emotion-eliciting film clips were always shown in a 

fixed order, with the four films targeting negative emotions (anger and sadness) being 

presented first and the film targeting a positive emotion (happiness) presented last. The group 

difference in transparency estimation was significant only for the positive clip, and a linear 

trend toward increasing transparency underestimation over time was present in the BPD 

patients. One possible explanation is that emotional arousal accumulated across the task, 
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leading to a breakdown of mentalizing (Nolte et al., 2013) and thus to worse transparency 

estimation. However, the self-reported emotional arousal (i.e., SAR) scores of the participants 

did not support this. Another possibility is that BPD patients may be less aware of their own 

positive emotion expressions than of their negative emotion expressions (Hooley & Masland, 

2018). The positive film clip that was shown at the end of the task may also have been 

surprising and unexpected after four negative film stimuli, making correct transparency 

estimation more challenging. 

Overall, the fact that BPD patients underestimated how observable their emotions are 

to others is in line with a recent study of adolescent BPD patients’ lack of insight into their 

own level of stress (Bourvis et al., 2020). BPD patients are often found to report low 

subjective emotions while displaying high objective emotional arousal (for a review, see 

Perez-Rodriguez et al. (2018)). Recently, research has focused on BPD patients’ problems in 

detecting their own internal bodily signals, called interoception (Back & Bertsch, 2020; 

Löffler et al., 2018). The finding of reduced awareness of their own facial emotion 

expressions in the BPD patients is also in line with recent conceptualizations of BPD as being 

characterized by impairments in embodied mentalizing (Fotopoulou & Tsakiris, 2017; 

Neustadter et al., 2019). The present study contributes to this body of research on low self-

awareness in BPD by showing that BPD patients assume their emotions are not observable to 

others, while their emotions are in fact being communicated through their facial expressions. 

Two possible mechanisms explaining transparency underestimation in BPD emerged from the 

findings of this study. 

First, prior experiences of their emotional needs being ignored or overlooked by others 

may lead BPD patients to expect that others will not “see” how they are feeling. Indeed, BPD 

patients estimated their transparency to be significantly lower than the HCs, although they 

were not objectively less transparent. In the HC group, estimating one’s emotions to be less 
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transparent was associated with attachment avoidance, and in the total sample, it was also 

associated with childhood emotional neglect. These associations were not present in the BPD 

group, which we did not expect. Nevertheless, compared with HCs, BPD patients had 

significantly higher levels of attachment avoidance and emotional neglect, with large effect 

sizes (d = 1.69 and 1.82, respectively). Avoidance of or discomfort with attachment is 

prevalent in BPD (Agrawal et al., 2004; Levy et al., 2005) and entails a defensive deactivation 

of attachment to protect oneself from being disappointed by others, implying an expectation 

that others will not be responsive to one’s needs. Emotional neglect was found to be highly 

predictive of BPD in several studies (Porter et al., 2020; Zanarini et al., 2000), as were other 

features relating to an invalidating social environment (Crowell et al., 2009; Musser et al., 

2018). Prior experiences of one’s emotional experiences being overlooked by significant 

others may lead one to feel “invisible” to others. However, these interpretations are 

speculative, since the direction of causality cannot be determined from these associations. 

Second, BPD patients reported lower levels of SAR compared with HCs, on a trend 

level, suggesting that their own emotions were perhaps not very salient to them. As 

hypothesized, reporting higher subjective emotional arousal during the task was related to 

increased transparency overestimation in the BPD group, in line with earlier findings (De 

Meulemeester et al., 2021; Vorauer et al., 1999). BPD patients’ low awareness of their own 

emotional state may erroneously lead them to assume that their emotions are not observable to 

others. However, in the BPD group, attachment anxiety was correlated with reports of higher 

SAR, which in turn related to transparency overestimation. This suggests a potential (causal) 

pathway among the BPD sample: high levels of attachment anxiety may lead to higher 

experienced emotional intensity in this task, which may lead to the overestimation of the 

transparency of these emotions. There were large amounts of variation in transparency 

estimation in the BPD group (see Figure 1), and this may be in part explained by differences 
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in attachment style and SAR between BPD patients. Indeed, previous studies in community 

adults found that attachment anxiety related to transparency overestimation (Vorauer et al., 

2003) and to higher emotional awareness and better interoceptive abilities, whereas 

attachment avoidance related to lower emotional awareness and worse interoception (Fantini-

Hauwel et al., 2012; Oldroyd et al., 2019).  

There was a significant positive association between certainty about mental states and 

transparency overestimation within the HC group, but, contrary to our expectation, not within 

the BPD group. In the general population, being extremely certain about one’s own mental 

states may lead to a failure to recognize that these mental states are opaque unless they are 

communicated (Bo et al., 2017; Sharp & Vanwoerden, 2015). The BPD patients in the present 

study scored high on uncertainty about mental states, which is assumed to reflect 

hypomentalizing (Fonagy et al., 2016). However, against our expectations, uncertainty about 

mental states did not relate to transparency estimation, neither in the BPD nor in the HC 

group. Also, negative associations between identity and interpersonal problems and 

transparency feelings were only found in the HC group, suggesting that feeling less 

transparent is maladaptive and related to poor mental health outcomes in the general 

population. Surprisingly, increased severity of these symptoms did not relate to larger 

transparency errors in the BPD patients. 

Nevertheless, the fact that BPD patients underestimated the transparency of their 

emotions compared to HCs may have a negative impact on their social interactions, which 

typically involve high levels of rejection and low reciprocity (Lis & Bohus, 2013). Indeed, 

emotions that are expressed by BPD patients through nonverbal signals outside their 

awareness may influence their interaction partners’ emotional state (Dimberg et al., 2000; 

Prochazkova & Kret, 2017). If the BPD patient does not “own up” to their own emotional 

experience, the interaction partner may confuse these emotions as their own (a phenomenon 
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called emotional contagion (Hatfield et al., 1993)). As such, transparency underestimation 

may be linked to projective identification (Gallese, 2009; Zanarini et al., 2013). The influx of 

confusing or negative emotions experienced when interacting with BPD patients may lead 

others to distance themselves and ultimately reject individuals with BPD (Hepp et al., 2019; 

Hepp et al., 2017). If BPD patients are unaware of the emotions they express, they may be 

less able to modulate what they communicate to others and less able to understand others’ 

reactions to them (Qu et al., 2017). The experience of problematic interactions with others 

may further exacerbate their expectation that others do not “see” or understand how they feel. 

Future research should investigate the impact of transparency estimation errors on interaction 

partners’ emotions and on the quality of interactions. Also, investigating transparency 

estimation using personalized video stimuli or during live social interactions would enhance 

the ecological validity of the paradigm. 

Despite its strengths, there are several limitations to the present study. First, although 

the BPD and HC participants were matched on age and sex, the HC participants had 

significantly higher levels of education. However, level of education was not correlated with 

any of the experimental variables. Most BPD patients used some type of psychotropic 

medication, compared with only one of the HCs. Medication use is not uncommon in patients 

involved in inpatient treatment, but this difference may affect the internal validity of the 

findings and hamper their generalizability to nonmedicated BPD patients. Replication in 

nonmedicated BPD participants and carefully matched control groups is necessary. Second, 

the participants were predominantly female (82.9%). We controlled all our analyses for 

differences in sex, however, future research should aim to achieve a more balanced 

distribution so that differences between men and women with BPD can be systematically 

studied. Third, the HCs were screened for psychopathology via self-report measures instead 

of interview-based measures and the study did not include a clinical control sample. Fourth, 
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this study focused only on facial expressions and did not consider other determinants of 

objective transparency, such as head pose, blushing, or vocalizations. Fifth, part of the 

experiment relied on self-report, which may be biased, particularly in BPD patients. Indeed, a 

recent study found a small correlation between BPD features and extremity responding 

(Kaufman et al., 2022). Finally, the transparency estimation task required participants to 

estimate the transparency of their emotional state from the perspective of an abstract, 

imagined “other”. Future research should consider investigating transparency estimation in 

BPD during actual social interactions.  

In conclusion, this study shows that BPD patients underestimate the transparency of 

their emotional mental states, which may stem from prior experiences in which their emotions 

and needs were invalidated or overlooked. As a result, BPD patients may believe their 

emotions are not transparent, while they may in fact be observable to others, at least based on 

their facial emotion expressions. This reduced ability to represent their own emotions from 

the perspective of others may reflect problems with embodied mentalizing and self-awareness 

in BPD, and may negatively impact their social interactions. The present study shows that 

BPD may be associated with problems in representing the “self” from the perspective of 

others, and specifically with a lack of awareness of the intensity of their own facial emotion 

expressions. 
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Table 1. Demographic and Clinical Features of BPD Patients and Healthy Controls 

 BPD  

(n = 35/31) 

HC  

(n = 35) 

Comparison 

 Mean (SD) / 

Count (%) 

Mean (SD) / 

Count (%) 

Test statistic Cohen’s d / 

Cramer’s V 

Female 30 (85.71%) 30 (85.71%)   

Age 27.97 (8.5) 27.11 (8.28) t(68) = 0.427, p = 0.67 d = 0.1  

Education level   χ²(3) = – 19.3, p < 0.001 V = 0.52 

No high school  5 (14.3%) 1 (2.9%)   

Only high school  18 (51.4%) 4 (11.4%)   

Higher education 4 (11.4%) 10 (28.6%)   

University 8 (22.9%) 20 (57.6%)   

Medication  33 (97.1%) 1 (2.9%) χ²(1) = – 58.6, p < 0.001 V = 0.91 

Attachment anxiety 5.35 (1.16) 3.18 (1.26) t(64) = 7.221, p < 0.001 d = 1.78  

Attachment avoidance 5.03 (0.85) 3.18 (1.26) t(64) = 6.872, p < 0.001 d = 1.69  

Childhood trauma 66.58 (18.67) 39.34 (15.27) t(64) = 6.515, p < 0.001 d = 1.61  

Emotional abuse 17.58 (5.03) 9.34 (5.04) t(64) = 6.63, p < 0.001 d = 1.63 

Emotional neglect 19.45 (4.09) 10.68 (5.35) t(64) = 7.39, p < 0.001 d = 1.82 

Certainty about MS 0.47 (0.51) 1.03 (0.73) t(60) = – 3.64, p = 0.001 d = – 0.88 

Uncertainty about MS 1.61 (0.80) 0.44 (0.38) t(42) = 7.64, p < 0.001 d = 1.96 

Identity diffusion 72.06 (14.48) 45.00 (9.78) t(64) = 9.86, p < 0.001 d = 2.43  

Interpersonal 

problems 

63.51 (16.83) 31.57 (17.74) t(64) = 7.53, p < 0.001 d = 1.86  

Note. HC = healthy controls; MS = mental states.  
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Table 2. Pearson Correlations Between Experimental Task Variables and Self-Report Measures Within the BPD group and the HC group.  

 BPD group HC group 

 ET OT SAR zET_min_zOT | zET_min_zOT | ET OT SAR zET_min_zOT | zET_min_zOT | 

Subjective arousal  0.60*** 0.08 1 0.40* 0.22 0.54*** 0.06 1 0.28 0.29 

Attachment anxiety 0.23 –0.00 0.56*** 0.16 0.05 –0.30 –0.10 –0.06 –0.10 –0.10 

Attachment avoidance –0.06 –0.11 –0.11 0.03 –0.05 –0.38* 0.06 –0.30 –0.29 –0.19 

Total childhood trauma  0.23 –0.02 0.07 0.20 0.01 –0.00 0.05 0.28 –0.04 –0.15 

Emotional abuse 0.25 0.07 0.09 0.15 0.08 –0.01 0.03 0.18 –0.02 –0.12 

Emotional neglect –0.04 –0.25 –0.12 0.14 –0.09 –0.24 0.00 0.15 –0.14 –0.17 

Uncertainty about mental states  0.09 0.10 0.35 –0.14 –0.22 –0.31 –0.14 –0.14 –0.09 –0.12 

Certainty about mental states  0.09 –0.03 –0.23 0.09 0.18 0.41* 0.05 –0.01 0.20 –0.02 

Identity diffusion –0.01 0.20 0.12 –0.15 –0.19 –0.51** –0.06 –0.09 –0.25 –0.12 

Interpersonal problems –0.01 0.08 0.08 –0.08 –0.06 –0.42* –0.10 –0.23 –0.16 –0.14 

Note. * p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. ET = estimated transparency; OT = objective transparency; SAR = subjective arousal; zET_min_zOT = discrepancy between 

standardized ET and OT; | zET_min_zOT | = absolute value of the discrepancy between standardized ET and OT. 
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Figure 1. Boxplots of the experimental task variables (a) estimated transparency (ET), (b) 

subjective arousal (SAR), and (c) objective transparency (OT), and (d) the discrepancy 

between standardized ET and OT scores, per film clip and per group (healthy controls [HC] = 

light blue; BPD patients = dark blue). The five film clips targeted different emotions (1 = 

sadness, 2 = anger, 3 = sadness, 4 = anger, 5 = happiness) and were always shown in a fixed 

order. The boxes extend from the lower to the upper quartile values, with the median of each 

group represented by the horizontal lines. Mean values are displayed by the white diamond. 

Significant group differences (p < 0.5) are indicated with asterisks. 
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